
Your schools invitation to space!

Overview: Swinburne is running a 10-week program for secondary students years 10 and up that

will take them through a special short course in order to learn how to research and design an

experiment for space. Student teams will come up with their own experiment concept and pitch

it to a panel of experts. The top three submissions will go on to become finalists with an

opportunity to build and send their experiment to the International Space Station! There is still

much to learn when it comes to the microgravity environment and how organisations like NASA

will support astronauts as they travel to the Moon and beyond to Mars. Your students can

contribute to this important area of research and discover what a career in space research

holds. This program, previously only offered to one school, has already successfully launched

three student projects into space. Now it could be your school’s turn! The challenge will launch

April 19th 2021, to find out more email Dr. Rebecca at rebeccaallen@swin.edu.au.

S W I N B U R N E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  T E C H N O L O G Y  

Group Size:                    6 students (max)
                                                 multiple groups per school  

                                                 are permitted/ encouraged   

Program Length:            10 Weeks (min) 

Cost:                              $495per student  

Registation Deadline:    19th March 

KEY ELEMENTS

6 week Space Applications micro-unit   

Weekly mentorship from University students

across the Science and  Engineering

Faculty 

Interactive online learning environment to

foster collabration of ideas across schools 

Chance to send their experiment to the

International Space Station!  

About 'The Challenge':  There is still much we have to learn when it comes to space and students

can contribute to this critical research. The Swinburne Youth Space Challenge in Schools

competition will inspire secondary students while educating them on the challenges of going to

space. Student teams will undertake a 10 week long program where they design their own

experiment for space and compete with other teams as they pitch their concept to a panel of

space industry professionals. The students will work with Swinburne University student mentors and

gain credentials through a 6 week long micro-unit “Space Applications” specifically designed to

help them learn about opportunities to work in space in Australia and what it takes to get there.

The three top teams in our pitch competition will go on to the finals where they will have to adapt

their designs to meet specifications of a flight approved experiment. The winner of the finals will

get to build and launch their experiment to the International Space Station, monitor it while it is on

board, and analyse it when it returns. 

Contact Information:  

rebeccaallen@swin.edu.au



About Cont'd: 'The Challenge' in Schools teaches students STEM skills through a highly engaging

and interactive program. They will have to research a problem, come up with a solution and design

an experiment that would pass the same standards as NASA research. In fact, many concepts will

echo the very research being done empowering Australia’s future space workforce. 

S W I N B U R N E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  T E C H N O L O G Y  

The Details

Stage 1 - Pitch Challenge 

Students will first undergo an orientation to learn why now more than ever we are focused on going

to space. They will be presented with some of the key aspirations and challenges we face providing

them with motivation to deliver a solution. Most importantly, they will get to know their team

members and mentors and explore why they are interested in space.

Over the course of 10 weeks, students will undertake a micro-unit, Space Applications, where they

will learn about the global space ecosystem, Australia’s growing role, and just what it takes to send

something to space. Each week they will have a video lecture and course material to work through

with a discussion topic. 

As they are taking the micro-unit, students will meet regularly with their mentors to identify a key

space challenge or problem and what can be done to address it. This will evolve into a structured

experiment, informed by what they are learning in their micro-unit, and finally they will have to

assemble a pitch and present it to a panel of industry professionals.

The program will feature guest speakers from industry as well as a keynote at the pitch event.  

Stage 2 - Pitch Finals 

The top three teams from the pitch challenge will be given specifications for a flight certified

experiment and will have 4 weeks to put together a project proposal. They will submit their brief

and the project/s which have the highest score will fly. The finalist teams will be encourged to work

together throughout these process of experimental design. The winning team will get to design a

custom mission badge (a beloved tradition for each space mission) for their flight.

Stage 3 - Space Flight

The winning student team will work with Swinburne to finalise, test and prepare their experiment for

flight. The experiment will then be launched to the International Space Station where it will run for

approximately 30 days. During this time students will be able to prepare for the return of

experiment, designing and planning the collection and analysis of data  once the experiment is

returned to Earth. Finally, the experiment will be returned to students.


